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Footnotes
Newsle t ter of the history DepartmeNt of the UNiversit y of teNNessee,  KNox ville
Tough Times,  
Exciting Times
Fall 2008
these are tough yet exciting times for the 
Department of history. the huge budget 
shortfall that the state of tennessee is cur-
rently enduring led to substantial base-
 budget cuts to the whole University of 
tennessee system. By far the largest cuts 
have been from the system’s primary teach-
ing units—Ut Knoxville, Ut Chattanooga, 
and Ut martin—and this department has been wounded 
especially painfully. the College of arts and sciences, which 
had already undergone excruciating cuts in the 1990s, was 
required to cut $1.375 million from its budget. the only way 
to manage a cut of this magnitude was for the college to can-
cel some 30 searches for new faculty members and terminate 
those positions. the termination of these faculty positions had, 
and could have, no strategy to take forward—whichever posi-
tions happened to be open in late spring 2008 were canceled 
in order to achieve the necessary budget reduction.
Unfortunately for us, the Department of history lost all four 
faculty lines open at that time—a disproportionately large cut 
compared with that of any other department—despite this 
department’s relative strength within the college (more on 
that later). this means fewer faculty members to teach ever 
more students; it means crucial gaps in our graduate program; 
it means less money for our remaining faculty members to 
travel to conferences; and it means we have to do more with 
a good deal less.
it also means that this department—like many other depart-
ments at Ut Knoxville and other universities—must obtain 
support from outside the institution. as state funding for 
higher education continues to be cut, we will continue to pur-
sue grants and other resources aggressively wherever we can, 
but we must also turn to alumni and friends to extend their 
support and maintain the prestige of their Ut degrees.
in turning now from the bad news to the good, let me 
emphasize that the Department of history is eminently worthy 
of your support. our last few years have been absolutely stellar, 
adding a great deal to the academic stature of the university. 
Between January 2006 and December 2008 our faculty will 
have published 10 books from the best academic and trade 
presses. among them are michael Kulikowski’s Rome’s Gothic 
Wars: From the Third Century to Alaric (oxford University press), 
Jeri mcintosh’s From Heads of Households to Heads of State: The 
Preaccession Households of Mary and Elizabeth Tudor 1516–1558 
(Columbia University press), lorri Glover’s Southern Sons: Becom-
ing Men in the New Nation (Johns hopkins University press), 
and ernest freeberg’s Democracy’s Prisoner: Eugene V. Debs, the 
Great War, and the Right to Dissent (harvard University press). 
for more on these, click on the “publications and awards” but-
ton of our new website at web.utk.edu/~history. and over the 
last two years, Jay rubenstein, one of our specialists in medi-
eval european history, has held fellowships awarded succes-
sively by the american Council of learned societies and the 
National endowment for the humanities and then topped off 
those achievements with this country’s most prestigious rec-
ognition for creative people in all walks of life, a mcarthur fel-
lows program award, commonly known as “the genius grant.” 
in the last 12 months we have placed three ph.D. graduates 
in full-time academic positions at Carroll College (wisconsin), 
the University of alabama—huntsville, and the University of 
wisconsin—white water. tracey hayes and Jake hamric, two 
of our best current graduate students, have been awarded ful-
bright and Deutscher akademischer austausch Dienst fellow-
ships, respectively, to spend the coming academic year doing 
dissertation research in europe. furthermore, we continue to 
graduate roughly 90 undergraduate majors a year, and we 
have added to our history major requirements a mandatory 
research seminar, conducted in classes of just 15 students, in 
which they will be required to write an exhaustive research 
paper using primary sources.
these many successes suggest that, despite the difficult times 
ahead of us, the department can continue to thrive, so i ask 
you to look favorably on increasing your support of the depart-
ment in any way you can as we cope with slimmer budgets and 
a smaller faculty.  —Thomas E. Burman, professor and head
From the
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Assistant Professor Robert Stolz earned a B.a. from st. John’s 
University (minnesota) and an a.m. and a ph.D. in east asian (Japa-
nese) history from the University of Chicago in 2006. Before mov-
ing to Knoxville, he taught courses on modern Japan and modern 
China at the University of Chicago and Depaul University. his disser-
tation, “yanakagaku: pollution and environmental protest in mod-
ern Japan,” was supported by a fulbright fellowship and explores 
the relationship between ecology and social theory in late–19th- 
and 20th-century Japan. his book manuscript based on this 
research focuses on Japan’s first industrial-scale pollution incident 
in the 1890s as a means to show the vast political, social, and sci-
entific impacts of the discovery that human practice was capable 
of destroying nature on a large scale. versions of the second chap-
ter have been published in the British journal Japan Forum and on 
the east asian studies website japanfocus.org. in summer 2007 he 
was in Japan doing research in tokyo, hokkaido, and Kyushu. in a 
future project, he plans to collaborate with a colleague at victoria 
University (British Columbia) to produce an annotated translation of 
Japanese marxist scholar tosaka Jun’s critique of Japanese “ultrana-
tionalism,” The Japanese Ideology (1936).
in 2006–07, stolz taught undergraduate courses in the history 
of Japan, modern Japanese culture and politics, and world history 
since 1500, as well as a course on Japan’s modern transformation, 
the Meiji Ishin (1868). in 2007–08 he offered a graduate seminar on 
the intersection of sociological theory and the act of writing history, 
“modernization (theory) and its Discontents.” stolz usually finds 
time after work in tokyo research libraries to travel to southeast 
asia, especially to vietnam and Cambodia’s angkor wat. he and his 
wife, Kimberly, live in a downtown Knoxville loft.
Assistant Professor Chad Black earned a B.s. in history and sec-
ondary education at appalachian state University and an m.a. and 
a ph.D. in latin american history at the University of New mexico. 
his dissertation, “Between prescription and practice: Governance, 
legal Culture, and Gender in Quito, 1765–1830,” was accepted with 
distinction in 2006. in researching this project, Chad spent nine 
months at the National archive of ecuador as a fulbright-hays inter-
national dissertation research fellow. Black’s scholarly interests cen-
ter on the relationship between social authority and political and 
legal culture in late-colonial and early-republican latin america. 
he has a forthcoming article in the Colonial Latin American Review, 
and he organized a panel for the 2007 latin american studies asso-
ciation international Congress, “Unnatural acts: ‘aberrant sex’ and 
‘Normative Gender’ in Colonial latin america.” Besides writing arti-
cles and giving conference papers, Black is diligently revising his 
dissertation for publication.
in his first year, Black taught undergraduate courses on women 
in early latin america, the conquest of spanish america, and mod-
ern latin america (nation and its discontents), as well as a graduate 
seminar on culture, power, and authority in the spanish world from 
1500 to 1800. Besides his teaching responsibilities, Black organized 
and runs the department’s dissertation writing group, which col-
lectively read and critiqued work from six history ph.D. candidates 
during spring semester 2007. he looks forward to continuing the 
writing group in the coming year.
Black is joined in Knoxville by his wife, Jenny, and their son, 
Dashiell. Jenny works from Knoxville as the vice-president of busi-
ness development for planned parenthood of New mexico, while 
toddler Dash whiles away his days blowing bubbles; wrestling with 
his dogs, Bell and Clyde; learning new words; and banging on the 
furniture. when Black is not at work or spending time with his fam-
ily, he explores the labyrinthine back roads of east tennessee as a 
Cat 3 road cyclist and cyclocross racer. fortunately, his career as an 
amateur cyclist has never been tainted by a doping scandal.
Assistant Professor Bob Morrissey, a Chicago native, earned a B.a. 
at Carleton College (Northfield, minnesota), and a ph.D. in history 
from yale. he specializes in early america and the american frontier. 
his research focuses on the relations among settlers, governments, 
and Native americans in the french colonies of the so-called “illi-
nois Country” near modern-day st. louis. founded by Jesuit priests 
in the 1670s, these missions were joined by illegal french fur trad-
ers and their indian wives in the 1690s, as well as by farmers from 
Brief History: Departmental News
New Faces on the Faculty
Four new faculty members have joined the UT Knoxville History Department since the fall of 2006
Prize-Winning 
Professoriate
Steve ASh was named this year as Distinguished  
professor in humanities in the College of arts  
and sciences.
Lorri GLover won in 2006 the Cunningham award 
for outstanding teaching in the College of arts and 
sciences and a Chancellor’s award for excellence in 
teaching. in 2007 she won the Jefferson prize.
vejAS LiuLeviciuS won reappointment to the  
hendrickson professorship in the College of arts and 
sciences for 2007–09. he also had an Neh fellowship  
in 2006.
Lynn SAcco won the 2007 Chancellor’s excellence in 
teaching award and the David v. and Kathryn G. white 
Undergraduate teaching award.
tom BurmAn’s book, Reading the Qu’ran in Latin 
Christendom, 1140-1560, won the Jacques Barzun prize in 
Cultural history.
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louisiana who imported african slaves to the area throughout the 
1700s. the resulting multicultural frontier community had turbulent 
relations with the colonial governments who competed to control 
the west in the 18th century. morrissey hopes to bring this impor-
tant but unfamiliar corner of colonial america to light in the disser-
tation-based book he is working on. at the same time he continues 
to present his work to a variety of conferences, and he was selected 
to present a portion of his research at this year’s atlantic history 
seminar at harvard University, an annual conference organized by 
the eminent colonial historian Bernard Bailyn.
morrissey teaches undergraduate courses in american history, 
including surveys of the colonial period and the revolution, as well as 
a course on early american frontiers and environmental history. Next 
year he will develop a course on the history of the american west. 
while not working on his book or in the history Department, mor-
rissey is enjoying east tennessee’s music scene, its running paths, 
and its trout streams. he lives with his wife, madeleine weil, in the 
island home neighborhood.
Associate Professor Jay Rubenstein earned a B.a. in history from 
Carleton College, followed by an m.phil. in history from the Univer-
sity of oxford and a ph.D. from California–Berkeley. he joins the Ut 
Knoxville faculty after spending seven years teaching at the Uni-
versity of New mexico. his research focuses on the intersections 
of intellectual history in 11th- and 12th-century europe with other 
aspects life in the middle ages, including warfare, government, and 
spirituality. he is completing a book on the first Crusade (1095–99), 
focusing on how the capture of Jerusalem forced Christian writers 
to rethink the shape of history and their own place within it. while 
carrying out research for this book, he spent more than three years 
in europe, visiting manuscript collections in england, france, Bel-
gium, Denmark, Germany, and italy. he has already published sev-
eral articles on this topic, including “putting history to Use: three 
Crusade Chronicles in Context,” viator 2003, which won a prize 
for best article of the year in french history. later this year he will 
publish an article in French Historical Studies on the topic of cru-
sader cannibalism. last year his work was also recognized with a 
 macarthur fellowship.
at tennessee rubenstein plans to teach classes on the crusades, 
on the Normans and their many conquests, the role of prophecy 
and apocalyptic thoughts in history, medieval intellectual history, 
and the history of the middle ages in general. he is now leading the 
first half of the western civilization survey course.
rubenstein has settled in a house in the westmoreland neighbor-
hood of Knoxville, where, when not writing or reading, he plays gui-
tar (badly) and pool (even worse). 
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“if one of my students were writing this article,” muses Jennifer “Jenny” Brooks (m.a. 
1991, ph.D. 1997), “i would hope that he or she would write that i was very challenging 
but fair . . . i believe that students actually like being challenged.”
Challenge is a word that comes up often in any conversation with native Knoxvillian 
Jenny Brooks. her parents and grandparents cultivated her interest in history at an 
early age: “i think i’ve seen every Civil war battlefield or fort in the southeast,” she says 
with a smile. But it was earning a bachelor’s degree in history from Umass—Boston 
that convinced her that the life of a professional historian would be immensely stimulating and satisfying. “history gave me such an edu-
cated way of viewing the world around me,” she says, “and a knowledge of the past to help me understand it.”
Brooks arrived as a graduate student at Ut the same year that Jim Cobb, our first holder of the Bernadotte schmitt chair, came to the 
university. “i was interested in manifestations of violence in the south,” she says, “and Jim Cobb pointed me toward southern world war ii 
veterans.” the result was a doctoral dissertation in 1997, which Cobb directed, that later became the book Defining the Peace: World War II 
Veterans, Race, and the Remaking of Southern Political Tradition, published in 2004 by the University of North Carolina press and nominated 
for many awards. in the same year that she finished her dissertation, she joined the faculty at tusculum College, where she served as depart-
ment head from 2003 to 2005.
though her days are filled with teaching and grading, and her career took her from tusculum to auburn University in 2005, Brooks has tried 
to find time for gardening, hiking (“there aren’t many mountains near auburn, alabama”), and being mom to her and husband John ellisor’s 
3-year-old daughter, an-mei. and in between all those activities, she has made some progress on her second book, a study of the impact of 
the taft-hartley act on postwar labor in the south. at the same time, ellisor is finishing his own book on the Creek indian removal.
as students at Ut, both Brooks and ellisor were hard workers, at one time on staff at King tut’s egyptian restaurant in south Knoxville, 
where they did everything but scrub the floors—and sometimes they did that, as well. always ready with a smile and a good word, together 
they have overcome a number of challenges and have worked diligently to become fine historians, credits to their graduate training at Ut. 
we are very proud of them both.   —J. P. Dessel  
Spotlight on  
Alumni
personal histories
Jennifer Brooks and John Ellisor: 
Up to Any Challenge
φΑΘ Update
phi alpha theta had a busy year. at the fall 2007 organizational 
meeting graduate students Chris Kennedy and maggie yancey 
were chosen as co-presidents, and undergraduate elizabeth 
piller was chosen to be vice-president. later that semester ph.D. 
candidates Jake hamric, tracey hayes, and Brad pardue gave short 
research presentations on their dissertation topics, and graduate 
students maggie yancey, Chris Kennedy, and allison elledge were 
part of a panel presentation for undergraduates on applying to 
graduate school. pat members also enjoyed a screening of Black 
Robe, with a short introduction by professor Bob morrissey. 
in spring 2008, pat sponsored another movie night, with a viewing 
of Elizabeth: The Golden Age, introduced by professor Jeri mcintosh. 
ph.D. candidates vicki rozema and Cinnamon Brown also gave 
talks on their research progress. the year ended with eight new phi 
alpha theta members being inducted into the honor society at the 
spring Undergraduate awards Banquet.
phi alpha theta, the history honor society, was established at 
the University of arkansas on march 17, 1921. it has more than 
800 chapters throughout the United states. phi alpha theta 
recognizes the academic accomplishments of both graduate 
and undergraduate students in history. its mission is to promote 
the study of history by encouraging research, good teaching, 
publishing, and exchanging ideas and information among 
historians.
—Chris Kennedy, second-year Ph.D. student
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one of the department’s most distinguished graduates has recently announced his 
 retirement from one of the most prestigious public history positions in the United states. 
Charles F. “Charlie” Bryan Jr. is ending his 20-year career as president and Ceo of the vir-
ginia historical society, in richmond. 
founded as a private institution in 1831, the society has developed a vast collection of 
books, manuscripts, photographs, artwork, and museum objects that support the study 
and interpretation of american history. it sponsors conferences, lectures, and exhibitions 
as part of its mission to promote a broader understanding of american history, especially virginia history. Bryan has been largely responsible 
for raising more than $110 million for the society, which has enabled quadrupling the size of the society’s headquarters building and signifi-
cantly expanding educational programs statewide. the society has a staff of 100 people and an annual operating budget of $6.7 million.
Commonly viewed as the most successful leader of a public history institution in the United states, Charlie Bryan took a ph.D. in american 
history at Ut Knoxville in 1978, working under paul Bergeron to produce his dissertation, “the Civil war in east tennessee: a social, political, 
and economic study.” he then served as assistant editor of the andrew Jackson papers, editing Jackson’s correspondence during the war 
of 1812, which appeared as part of volume ii of the Papers of Andrew Jackson. in 1981 Bryan was appointed as the first executive director of 
the east tennessee historical society in Knoxville. five years 
later, he became the executive director of the st. louis mer-
cantile library association, which he headed until he went to 
richmond.
Born and reared in mcminnville, tennessee, Bryan has been 
widely recognized for his leadership of historical institutions. 
in 2008 he was awarded an honorary doctorate of letters from 
randolph-macon College. he was president of the american 
association for state and local history from 2002 to 2004, 
served as president of the independent research libraries 
association, and now serves on the board of the smithsonian’s 
National museum of american history. Bryan is also a member 
of the Academia de Historia de Cartagena de Indias, in Carta-
gena, Colombia. 
Bryan has published extensively on managing history muse-
ums and on the american Civil war. with Nelson lankford, he 
edited the bestseller Eye of the Storm: A Civil War Odyssey and 
the follow-up volume, Images from the Storm, based on the 
diary of Union soldier robert K. sneden.
Bryan and his wife, Cammy, will continue to live in richmond, 
where he plans an active retirement. he and a partner have 
formed a consulting agency to advise cultural and education 
institutions on management and development issues. and 
always in great demand as a public speaker, Bryan will give 
talks around the country on historical topics. he is at work on 
a book, Turning Points, which will be a study of the moments at 
which noteworthy americans—including John Glenn, ross perot, Douglas wilder, Charlie Gibson, Drew faust, and sandra Day o’Connor—
recognized that their lives were heading in significant new directions. the Bryans have two married children and one grandson.
Charlie Bryan’s old friends may not know that he was recently diagnosed with parkinson’s disease. his symptoms are partly controlled by 
medicines, but Charlie acknowledges that the disease saps his energy and has slowed the pace of his work. “Now it takes me an hour and a 
half to watch 60 Minutes,” he quips. in typical Charlie Bryan fashion, he is making something good of his health problem: he has led in raising 
$8 million for virginia Commonwealth University medical College’s comprehensive parkinson’s treatment center. 
the Ut Knoxville history Department continues to take great pride in the ongoing achievements of one its best products, Charlie Bryan. 
—Jeff Norrell  
Spotlight on  
Alumni
personal histories
Charles F. Bryan: 
A Life Amid the Annals
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Janis Appier
in 2006 Janis appier presented the paper “Daughters of the road: 
public identities versus private memories of female transients dur-
ing the Great Depression” at the annual conference of the organiza-
tion of american historians and served as an on-camera consultant 
for a&e’s television documentary American Empress: The Life and 
Times of Marjorie Merriweather Post. in 2007 she served as a pre-
 revision reviewer for the eighth edition of From These Beginnings: A 
Biographical Approach to American History, volume ii, roderick Nash 
and Gregory Graves (longman 2007) and as a reader for a book man-
uscript by william h. Chafe, The American Century (oxford University 
press forthcoming) and wrote two book reviews for the Journal of 
the West. to benefit the university and the profession, she worked 
on the 2006 bylaws revision committee for the western association 
of women historians, and in 2007 she served as a member of the 
editorial board the University of tennessee press, the Ut Knoxville 
faculty senate, and the Ut Knoxville teaching Council. over the 
last two years she finished two more chapters of her book manu-
script, “Criminal obsession: Bad Boys and social engineers in U.s. 
Cities, 1925–1945,” and finished writing a journal article, “painter of 
papooses: the public identities of Grace hudson and the pomos.”
Stephen Ash
steve ash has a new book out, Firebrand of Liberty: The Story of 
Two Black Regiments that Changed the Course of the Civil War, pub-
lished by w. w. Norton. it tells the story of a Union army expedition-
ary force of black troops and white officers that invaded florida in 
1863 to try to free slaves. ash continues to enjoy teaching the Civil 
war and reconstruction, as well as tennessee history, and mentor-
ing graduate and undergraduate students. among those who have 
recently completed their studies under his guidance are m.a. stu-
dents Jeannine Cole, amanda ledford, David leventhal, and scott 
hicks and undergraduate honors students rachel tinker, ryan Con-
nor, Katie logan, and mike Camp.
John Bohstedt
John Bohstedt retired last summer after 29 years in the depart-
ment. he gave papers at the international humanities Conference 
in honolulu and the Berkshire Conference on women’s history 
in minneapolis. he sent off a chapter, “the politics of food,” 
to a volume on english protest to be published by palgrave in 
australia and signed a contract with ashgate ltd. to publish his 
book, forthcoming in 2009. on the department’s softball team, 
Bohstedt continued to baffle hitters with his slow-pitch knuckle-
ball, and in retirement he plans to exchange homes with people 
all over the world.
Palmira Brummett
palmira Brummett has continued to write extensively on the 
ottoman empire. she published several articles and chapters—
“imagining the early modern ottoman space from piri reis to world 
history,” in The Early Modern Ottomans: Remapping the Empire, vir-
ginia aksan and Daniel Goffman, eds. (Cambridge University press); 
“Gender and empire in late ottoman istanbul: Caricature, models of 
empire, and the Case for ottoman exceptionalism,” in Comparative 
Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, v. 27, no. 2; “eastern 
Borderlands of europe: sultans of the ottoman empire, the otto-
mans as a world power,”  in the catalog for the exhibition “the world 
of 1607,” elena liubimova, curator (Jamestown- yorktown founda-
tion); and “visions of the mediterranean: a Classification” in Journal 
of Medieval and Early Modern Studies, v. 37, no. 1. she also presented 
work at conferences in montreal and venice and at Cambridge Uni-
versity in england, as well as at a symposium, “the frontiers of the 
ottoman world,” hosted in london by the British academy and the 
British institute at ankara.
Tom Burman
tom Burman’s second book, Reading the Qur’an in Latin Christen-
dom, 1140–1560, appeared from the University of pennsylvania 
press in august 2007. in 2008 he gave the keynote address, “medi-
eval manuscripts and medieval Jewish-Christian-muslim relations,” 
at the sacred leaves graduate student symposium “religions of 
the Book: manuscript traditions in Judaism, Christianity, and islam, 
1000–1500 c.e.” at the University of south florida. his commissioned 
article, “how an italian friar read his arabic Qur’an,” will appear in 
Dante Studies in late 2008.
Todd Diacon
todd Diacon continues to serve Ut Knoxville as vice-provost for aca-
demic operations. he published three articles on higher- education 
administration in the journal Inside Higher Education. Diacon also 
continues to serve as the NCaa/seC faculty athletics representative 
for the university.
Dan Feller
in December 2007 Dan feller and co-editors laura-eve moss and 
thomas Coens celebrated the publication of The Papers of Andrew 
Jackson, volume vii: 1829 by University of tennessee press. feller 
was also a senior academic advisor and a leading on-camera pres-
ence for the pBs special Andrew Jackson: Good, Evil, and the Presi-
dency, aired nationally on January 2, 2008. the year before, he 
delivered the annual John f. and Jeanne a. marszalek lecture at 
mississippi state University, “andrew Jackson versus the senate,” 
subsequently published by ohio University press as a chapter in 
Congress and the Emergence of Sectionalism. among his other recent 
personal histories
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publications are a chapter on James agee’s view of abraham lin-
coln in Agee Agonistes, the module “the market revolution” in the 
college classroom reader Retrieving the American Past, and “King 
andrew and the Bank” in Humanities magazine. 
this past year feller concluded his service on the advisory coun-
cil of the society for historians of the early american republic and 
the editorial board of The Journal of American History. in summers 
he taught at the institute for the editing of historical Documents 
(“Camp edit”) in madison, wisconsin, and at federally sponsored 
landmarks of american history workshops for teachers, at the her-
mitage in Nashville. Besides local engagements, in 2008 he spoke 
on the election of 1824 at the filson historical society in louisville 
and at hildene—the robert todd lincoln home—in manchester, 
vermont. feller received the history Department’s leroy p. Graf 
award for faculty excellence for 2007–08.
Ernest Freeberg
this year ernest freeberg published his book on the origins of the 
american civil liberties movement, Democracy’s Prisoner: Eugene 
V. Debs, the Great War, and the Right to Dissent (harvard University 
press), the Los Angeles Times gave the book a favorable review, 
declaring that the book is “teeming with lessons.” the book has also 
received favorable notice from the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, two 
newspaper syndicates in the midwest, and the California Literary 
Review. freeberg also shared his “teeming lessons” with a number 
of audiences over the past year, including those at teacher- training 
seminars in east tennessee and as far away as rice University. he 
continued his work with the College Board and the educational 
testing service, serving on the committee that develops the ap U.s. 
history test and as an examination leader setting grading standards 
for more than a million high-schoolers’ essays.
freeberg has two new book projects underway, a study of the 
impact of world war i on american culture and a documentary col-
lection that will give scholars access to a remarkable collection of 
autobiographies written by blind authors in Jacksonian america. 
and he played first and second base for the department’s softball 
team, without significant injury to himself or to others.
Lorri Glover
in January 2007 lorri Glover published Southern Sons: Becoming 
Men in the New Nation with Johns hopkins University press. later 
that spring she was honored to deliver the commencement address 
for the College of arts and sciences and to receive the university’s 
Jefferson prize. in the 2007–08 academic year she was on sabbati-
cal and worked on a book she co-wrote with Dan smith of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky. The Shipwreck That Saved Jamestown: The sea 
venture Castaways and the Fate of America, published in the summer 
of 2008 by henry holt, tells the story the ship Sea Venture, which 
was sent to rescue virginia in the summer of 1609 but crashed off 
the coast of Bermuda. the castaways eventually made their way 
to america, just in time to save the floundering Jamestown set-
tlement. they also launched on Bermuda england’s second New 
world colony and provided inspiration for shakespeare’s last great 
play, The Tempest. researching the project required grueling trips 
to london and Bermuda, which, for the sake of scholarship, Glover 
endured with good humor.
Catherine Higgs
with the assistance of a sabbatical fellowship from the american 
philosophical society, in 2006 Catherine higgs did research in the 
cities of maputo (mozambique), Johannesburg, lisbon, and lon-
don for her book about chocolate, slavery, and work in early–20th-
 century portuguese and British colonial africa. she presented 
conference papers at the institute of historical research at the Uni-
versity of london and to the annual meeting of the african studies 
association in san francisco. research grants in 2007 and 2008 from 
a european foundation allowed her to visit london, Dublin, Johan-
nesburg, Cape town, and Durban to interview women religious for 
a second ongoing project about the activism of Catholic sisters dur-
ing the apartheid era in south africa. for this second project, she 
was honored to receive the Ut Knoxville’s award for New research, 
scholarly, and Creative projects in the arts and humanities for 2008 
and 2009. her article with Jean N. evans rsm, “embracing activism 
in apartheid south africa: the sisters of mercy in Bophuthatswana, 
1974–94,” appeared in the July 2008 issue of The Catholic Historical 
Review.
Michael Kulikowski
michael Kulikowski’s Rome’s Gothic Wars appeared from Cambridge 
University press in october 2006 and has just been published in 
paperback; french, German, and portuguese translations will appear 
in the near future. in may 2007 he hosted the international sympo-
sium “friends, enemies, Neighbors: romans and alamanni in late 
antique Germany,” which brought together in Knoxville 15 archae-
ologists and historians from Germany, france, Britain, and North 
america. his next research project—“the rhetoric of Being roman: 
fourth-Century politics and the fall of the western empire”—was 
recently awarded an aCls Burkhardt fellowship for 2009–10.
Vejas Liulevicius
in 2007 vejas liulevicius was elected vice-president of the asso-
ciation for the study of Nationalities. the teaching Company 
released his 36-lecture course (on tape, CD, and DvD) “war, peace, 
and power: european Diplomatic history, 1500–2000” in its “Great 
Courses” recorded lecture series (for more info, see www.teach12.
com). his article “German military occupation and Culture on the 
eastern front in world war i” was published in the volume The Ger-
mans and the East, ingrao and szabo eds. (purdue University press 
2008). in 2008 he became president-elect of the association for the 
advancement of Baltic studies, an international scholarly society. 
he was interviewed by Investors’ Business Daily on Baltic indepen-
dence movements. in January 2008 he took over as director of the 
Center for the study of war and society in the department. that 
same year two of his ph.D. students won prestigious dissertation 
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research fellowships for work in archives in europe: tracey hayes 
was awarded a fulbright and Jake hamric was awarded a DaaD 
(German academic exchange service) fellowship.
Jeri McIntosh
in 2008 Jeri mcintosh’s first monograph, From Heads of Household 
to Heads of State: The Pre-Accession Households of Mary and Elizabeth 
Tudor, was published by Columbia University press. it was one of 
the winners of the Gutenberg-e prizes sponsored by the american 
historical association and the mellon foundation. (for more infor-
mation on the prize, go to http://www.gutenberg-e.org/aboutframe.
html.) from 2006 through 2008 mcintosh has presented at confer-
ences at home and abroad, among them, an international confer-
ence at hampton Court palace in the U.K. and the sixteenth-Century 
studies Conference in minneapolis. in 2009 mcintosh will present a 
paper at the institute of historical research in london for the stand-
ing seminar “religious history in the British isles, 1500–1800.” she 
has two further book-length projects underway and hopes in 2009 
to place an article in the leading journal of her field.
Bob Morrissey
in 2007 and 2008 Bob morrissey presented his work at the west-
ern history association meeting in st. louis, at the omohundro 
institute for early american Culture meeting in Boston, and at the 
french Colonial historical society annual meeting in Quebec City. 
he also was a participant in Bernard Bailyn’s annual summer semi-
nar in atlantic world history at harvard University. 
Jeff Norrell
robert J. “Jeff” Norrell has been busy the past two years preparing 
his biography of Booker t. washington, the black leader and founder 
of tuskegee institute. his book takes a vigorously revisionist posi-
tion on washington, arguing that he has been unfairly maligned 
and profoundly misunderstood by historians since the 1960s. Nor-
rell’s current book, Up from History: The Life of Booker T. Washington, 
will be published by harvard University press in January 2009. Nor-
rell also recently published two articles on tennessee history, co-
authored a study of tuckaleechee Cove, and has reviewed books for 
several leading journals and university presses. he has lectured at 
vanderbilt University, Northwestern University, ashland University, 
Bowling Green University, and the University of mississippi. in June 
2006 Norrell received the Booker t. washington legacy prize from 
the heartland foundation. he was a visiting scholar at the social 
philosophy and policy Center, Bowling Green University, in the sum-
mer of 2007. in each of the last two years, one of Norrell’s students 
received a ph.D.
Denise Phillips
Denise phillips has an article forthcoming, “epistemological Dis-
tinctions and Cultural politics: educational reform and the Natur-
wissenschaft/Geisteswissenschaft Distinction in mid–19th-Century 
Germany.” it will appear in the edited volume Historical Perspectives 
on “erklären” and “verstehen,” Uljana feest, ed., to be published by 
springer in spring 2009. she also presented the paper “science, pas-
sion, and intimacy in the 18th and early 19th Century” at the first 
annual southeastern German studies workshop, held at the Univer-
sity of south Carolina last march. at Ut she was a regular participant 
in the history and philosophy of science Colloquium and the Ger-
man studies research Group, and over the summer she finished her 
book manuscript, “acolytes of Nature: science and public Culture in 
Germany, 1770–1850.”
Kurt Piehler
in January 2008 Kurt piehler’s tenure as director of the study of war 
and society ended and he returned to teaching full time in the his-
tory Department. in looking back at his eight years of leading the 
center, he is pleased to have conducted more than 100 oral histo-
ries with veterans of world war ii and the Cold war, as well as to 
have involved undergraduates in the oral history program through 
undergrad internships and a course, “oral histories of war and 
peace.” as the center’s director he raised over $800,000 in outside 
funding for the center, including the co-sponsorship with the omo-
hundro institute in early american history and Culture of a major 
conference, “war and early america,” held in Knoxville in october 
2006. the center also hosted the annual meeting of the society for 
military history in 2003 and in 2000 organized a smaller conference 
focusing on the veteran and american society. in 2005 the center 
sponsored a conference in oak ridge examining the atomic bomb 
and american society to coincide with the 60th anniversary of the 
detonation of the first nuclear weapon in New mexico. out of this 
conference emerged an anthology that piehler is editing with rose-
mary mariner, to be published by University of tennessee press in 
late 2008.
pursuing his own research, piehler participated in several schol-
arly conferences over the past two years. in July 2007 he traveled to 
Blaubern, Germany, to speak at a trans-atlantic gathering of schol-
ars organized by professor Georg schild of the University of tubin-
gen to consider war and american society from the revolutionary 
war to the present. his article on the american memory of war will 
appear in an anthology edited by schild and published by schoe-
ningh in 2009. in february 2008 he participated in a gathering of 
Canadian, american, and Brazilian scholars to consider war and oral 
history. while in western Canada, piehler delivered a paper at simon 
fraser University focusing on his next major book project, “a reli-
gious history of the Great Depression and american participation 
in the second world war.” During his visit to simon fraser he met 
up with a former master’s student, Kenichiro tsuchihashi. Ken com-
pleted an outstanding thesis in may 2007 examining the american 
postwar memory of Japanese-american internment camps, and at 
simon fraser he plans to write a dissertation on Japanese-american 
history. it was great to see Ken and note how he is thriving in van-
couver, as well as to hear about his experiences.
personal histories
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Jay Rubenstein
Jay rubenstein has begun teaching on the Ut Knoxville campus 
after joining the faculty two years ago. he spent the preceding aca-
demic year in paris with a research fellowship from the National 
endowment for the humanities, and the year before at the ameri-
can academy in rome with an american Council of learned societ-
ies Burkhardt fellowship. During that time he was researching and 
writing a book about the cultural impact of the first Crusade (1095–
99) on 12th-century europe, to be published within the next two 
years. he also completed a major article on cannibalism during the 
first Crusade (yes, the Christians ate muslims), to be published in 
French Historical Studies in fall 2008. finally, while away he was sur-
prised to receive a macarthur foundation fellowship, intended to 
support five years of further research. But for the time being he is 
happy to be settling into life in Knoxville and getting to know the 
campus and community better.
Lynn Sacco
lynn sacco completed her manuscript, “Unspeakable: father–
Daughter incest in american history,” which is now under review 
at the press. in the fall she taught a new course in the department, 
“the invention of Cinema and the Creation of modern america,” 
which examined the beginning of the film industry and how the 
industry, movie-going, and the content of films both reflected and 
shaped 20th-century america. sacco also won three awards this 
year, the College of arts and sciences faculty service award for 
advising, the Chancellor’s excellence in teaching award, and David 
v. and Kathryn G. white Undergraduate teaching award. last sum-
mer the chancellor appointed sacco to a two-year term on the uni-
versity’s Commission on lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and transsexual 
people, where she served on the executive committee and chaired 
the subcommittee on curriculum. (if you are a member of the lGBt 
community, please let her know so that you may be included in its 
conversations with alumni.) lynn sacco and lorri Glover co-taught 
a freshman year seminar, “in the Bedroom: the politics of private 
life.” sacco and Glover led a group of freshman in weekly discus-
sions about the role of government regulation in various aspects 
of americans’ personal lives. says sacco, the students were bright, 
open, and eager to discuss and were a sheer pleasure to work with.
Robert Stolz
this year robert stolz received a one-year fellowship from the 
social sciences research Council and the Japanese society for the 
promotion of science for his project, “Bad water: a Cultural history 
of industrial pollution in Japan.” he will be in residence at waseda 
University–tokyo beginning in December 2008.
personal histories
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Tracey Hayes won a prestigious fulbright fellowship for a year in 
poland to pursue research on her dissertation topic, “shattered 
Communities: soldiers, rabbis, and the during occupation, 1915–
1918.” she will consult the Jewish historical institute in warsaw, 
state and military archives, and other archival resources in muse-
ums. her study is an investigation of the interethnic experience 
east of warsaw during German occupation from 1914 to 1917, which 
reveals how the Jewish communities of eastern europe fit into the 
German army’s plans for a modernization of the region. her work 
will also shed light on the role of Jewish chaplains in the German 
and austrian armies in their role as intermediaries with local Jewish 
communities. By examining the transnational relationship among 
the German, austrian, and polish Jewish communities during the 
Great war, her work will contribute to a better understanding of the 
complexities leading to the crucial fracture that took place under 
the pressure of total war in 1917.
Jake Hamric won a prestigious DaaD (German academic 
exchange service) fellowship for a year of dissertation research in 
Germany for his topic, “the German temple society: Culture, reli-
gious Nationalism, and ideology in palestine, 1861–1918.” hamric 
will work at the federal archives and the foreign office archives in 
Berlin and consult other archives in stuttgart. his dissertation exam-
ines the aims and actions of the temple society in its seven colonies 
in palestine from its arrival in the region in 1868 to its removal by the 
British during world war i. the templers (no relation to the medi-
eval Knights templar) were a German protestant missionary society 
resolved to build an ideal society in palestine. facing the hostility of 
locals and little support from German officials, the aims of the tem-
plers gradually evolved toward a fluctuation between moderate 
and extreme policies in their relations with the other inhabitants of 
palestine. Ultimately this project serves as a case study of the con-
nections between religion and nationalism and demonstrates the 
importance of popular piety in protestantism in modern Germany, 
doing so in a “transnational” context by examining the interactions 
of a group of Germans with thousands of non-Germans hundreds of 
miles from Germany, in the extraordinarily diverse ethnic, national, 
and religious landscape of the middle east.
tracey hayes and Jake hamric are both doctoral students in the 
field of modern German history in our graduate program, and are 
advised by professor vejas liulevicius.  —Vejas Liulevicius  
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For our graduate program, the year 2008 was unprecedented in terms of successful pursuit of 
highly competitive dissertation research fellowships. Two of our Ph.D. students won top awards, 
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our graduate program continues both to produce first-rate scholars 
who find excellent positions in the academy and to recruit fine new 
students. Angela Frye Keaton completed a ph.D. in 2006 under the 
direction of Janis appier. frye Keaton, who was awarded a Chan-
cellor’s Citation for extraordinary professional promise in 2006, is 
an assistant professor of history and commons at tusculum College 
in Greenville, tennessee. she presented a conference paper, “Back-
yard Desperadoes: american attitudes Concerning Children and 
toy Guns in the atomic age,” to the organization of american his-
torians at its 2007 meeting in minneapolis. 
Scott Hendrix completed his dissertation, “God’s Deaf and Dumb 
instruments: albert the Great’s Speculum astronomiae and four Cen-
turies of readers,” under the direction of thomas Burman to earn a 
ph.D. in 2007. hendrix is an assistant professor of history at Carroll 
College outside of milwaukee.
John Kvach, who is completing a dissertation on his topic, “J.D.B. 
De Bow: origins of the New south Creed,” with Jeff Norrell, began 
as an assistant professor of history at the University of alabama—
huntsville in fall 2008.
praeger security international published John Pinheiro’s first 
book, Manifest Ambition: James K. Polk and Civil-Military Relations 
during the Mexican War, in 2007. pinheiro completed a ph.D. in 2001 
under the direction of paul Bergeron.
Jake Hamric, a current doctoral candidate advised by vejas liu-
levicius, won a DaaD fellowship for the 2008–09 academic year 
from the German government to fund his dissertation research on 
his topic, “the German temple society: Culture, religious Nation-
alism, and ideology in palestine, 1861–1918.” Tracey Hayes, also 
advised by vejas liulevicius, will be a fulbright scholar in poland 
in 2008 and 2009, where she will research her dissertation, “shat-
tered Communities: soldiers, rabbis, and the Ostjuden during occu-
pation, 1915–1918.” hayes and another liulevicius student, Troy 
Dempster, presented papers at the German studies association 
conference in fall 2008. 
two medievalist students presented conference papers at the 
spring 2007 international Congress of medieval studies in Kalama-
zoo, michigan. Leah Giamalva, an m.a. candidate working under 
thomas Burman, spoke on the topic “alexander the Great in sido-
nius apollinaris’ panegyric to anthemius,” and Chris Lawrence, a 
ph.D. candidate studying under michael Kulikowski, spoke on the 
subject “Contested loyalties: the wife of aetius in sidonius’ pan-
egyricto to majorian.” Both papers derive from the graduate semi-
nar “epistolography in 5th-Century Gaul” and are being revised for 
publication.
Chuck Wurl, also a current doctoral candidate, has an article, 
“screen media and sexual politics,” in Mediated Deviance and Social 
Otherness: Interrogating Influential Representations, edited by Kylo-
patrick r. hart, forthcoming from Cambridge University press. it 
is an abbreviated version of his m.a. thesis, completed under the 
direction of lynn sacco. wurl received a 2007 Chancellor’s Citation 
for extraordinary Community service in recognition of his work with 
high-school students as coach of Knoxville’s Bearden rugby Club.
while many of our m.a. students continue in our ph.D. program, 
Ben Shannon, who completed an m.a. in German history under the 
direction of vejas liulevicius in 2006, accepted a doctoral fellow-
ship to the University of wisconsin. Kara Fromke, who completed 
an m.a. in British history under the direction of John Bohstedt and 
Denise phillips, in 2007 accepted a fellowship to pursue a ph.D. at 
the University of Notre Dame. another Bohstedt student, Jessica 
Lumsden, accepted a doctoral fellowship at the University of Notre 
Dame that began in fall 2008. 
we have had two successful years in recruiting new students. 
in 2007 and 2008 we received applications from the University of 
Chicago, harvard University, the University of toronto, purdue Uni-
versity, washington College, Kenyon College, and Calvin College. 
in 2007 the Ut Knoxville Graduate school honored the history 
Department by awarding three of its applicants university-wide 
competitive fellowships—the herman spivey Graduate fellowship, 
the J. wallace and Katie Dean Graduate fellowship for students in 
the social sciences, and the newly inaugurated Graduate Diversity 
enhancement fellowship. in 2008 two incoming doctoral students 
were also successful in these competitions. Anthony Minnema, 
who will study medieval Christian–muslim relations with thomas 
Burman, received the herman spivey fellowship, and Jordan 
Kuck, who will study 20th-century latvia under the direction of 
vejas liulevicius, received the J. wallace and Katie Dean fellowship. 
— Catherine Higgs, director of graduate studies  
recent history: realizing our mission
Graduate Program:  
Rich and Varied Scholarship
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in 2001 senator robert Byrd of west virginia identified U.s. students’ 
dropping test scores on their own country’s history as a troubling 
trend and created the teaching american history (tah) grant pro-
gram to reverse that trend. Byrd’s program sought to raise primary 
and secondary students’ history scores by enriching their teach-
ers’ subject-area knowledge, as well as their teaching techniques. 
tah grants were intended to use intensive training to strengthen 
teachers’ content knowledge, their familiarity with the discipline 
of history research, and their toolkit of research-based teaching 
strategies. Beginning in 2002, each year the federal government 
has awarded approximately 120 3-year tah grants for as much as 
$1 million each to meet these goals. together the grantees com-
prise a variety of organizations with an extensive american history 
knowledge base, for example, libraries, museums, nonprofit history 
or humanities organizations, and higher-education institutions. 
in an ultimately successful bid to win a 3-year $1-million tah 
project grant, in 2003 the east tennessee historical society (eths) 
approached both Todd Diacon, head of the Ut Knoxville history 
Department, and edward headlee, loudon County’s director of 
schools, and proposed that their organizations serve as the proj-
ect’s academic partner and lead educational agency, respectively. 
Besides loudon County, 10 other school districts—among them, 
athens, Blount County, Bradley County, Cleveland City, etowah, 
lenoir City, mcminn County, monroe County, polk County, and 
sweetwater City—signed on to create the tennessee river valley 
Consortium (trvC) project. in trvC’s four years of existence, includ-
ing an extension year, a total of 189 teachers participated in one or 
more of the project’s workshops—thirteen 6-hour mini- institutes 
during the school year and eight 5-day summer institutes. the 
grant also assisted teachers in traveling to conferences and semi-
nars and provided scholarly monographs and digital versions of pri-
mary resources. 
trvC’s successes contributed to winning a second 3-year tah 
grant, “america’s republic: the ongoing story of our found-
ing Documents,” in 2006. america’s republic builds on the gains 
achieved during the trvC project by continuing to increase teach-
ers’ knowledge of american history and their use of available histor-
ical resources and sound research-based teaching strategies, thus 
increasing the capacity of the school districts to meet their history 
teachers’ professional-development needs and increasing the stu-
dents’ understanding of and skills related to the study of american 
history. 
america’s republic includes 115 teachers from K-through-12 
schools in eight east tennessee school districts. eths continues 
to manage the grant under the guidance of Lisa Oakley (B.a. ’89, 
project director) and William E. Hardy (ph.D. student, project man-
ager), while history Department faculty members Cynthia Fleming, 
Ernest Freeberg, Lorri Glover, Kurt Piehler, and Bruce Wheeler 
develop content.
the project’s centerpiece is its series 
of mini-institutes offered as in-service 
events during the academic year. each 
one is composed of a half-day content 
session presented by members of the 
history Department faculty and a half-
day session presented by experienced 
east tennessee teachers on strategies 
for integrating that content into the cur-
riculum. another feature of the project is 
enabling a cohort of trvC-grant teachers 
to mentor new teachers in their districts, 
as well as to write a teaching manual for 
the region’s american-history teachers that will reach an even wider 
audience when it is posted on the project’s website. 
participating teachers have enjoyed the chance to learn directly 
from renowned historians, which has not only given them a vari-
ety of american-history teaching methods but also renewed their 
excitement about their subject. “it has greatly changed my teach-
ing. it has made me feel very excited about applying new ideas in 
the classroom,” said one participant. 
after attending a workshop another teacher said, “i have learned 
to use local history to expand and enliven american history to 
help make it more meaningful to students’ lives. i will use more 
Teaching the Teachers—Everybody Wins
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Dr. Ernest Freeberg and Dr. Bruce Wheeler discuss 
the role of the presidency with teachers in Etowah, 
Tennessee. Right: Dr. Kurt Piehler explains how to 
conduct oral-history projects in the classroom by 
interviewing Col. Alexander Jefferson, a member of the 
renowned Tuskegee Airmen of WWII. 
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primary sources and 
first- person narratives in 
the classroom.”
over the past two 
years, the professors 
involved in the america’s 
republic project have 
become increasingly 
adept at incorporating 
tennessee social- studies 
curriculum standards 
into their lectures, as 
well as using some of the 
instructional methods 
they have learned from 
workshop participants. 
some of them note that 
working with teachers from primary and secondary schools has given 
them new insights into their own teaching styles. and school admin-
istrators say that this collaboration between history Department fac-
ulty members and K-through-12 teachers has produced results in the 
classroom. “the teachers have improved the way they teach american 
history,” said one of them. 
america’s republic has immersed rural east tennessee teachers in 
content and research-based strategies that have helped them teach 
american history in an exciting, enjoyable, and engaging way. and 
through the department’s participation in the america’s republic 
tah grant, it continues its rich legacy of outreach to the region’s 
K-through-12 history teachers, fulfilling one of its primary responsi-
bilities as part of a land-grant institution.  —William E. Hardy  
 
recent history: realizing our mission
Top: Dr. Ernest Freeberg addresses an audience of 
teachers in Etowah, Tennessee, on the changing role 
of the presidency. At left: Dr. Bruce Wheeler working 
with teachers in breakout groups. 
Teacher Workshop #30
the 30th annual Department of history teacher workshop 
took place in march 2008 at the Ut Conference Center in 
Knoxville. five professors delivered lectures to an appreciative 
audience of high-school and primary-school teachers from 
around the region. this year there were four key lectures 
during the morning sessions: 
• “Understanding Stalinism in East Central Europe through 
the prism of Culture,” by Dr. David tompkins 
• “How Bermuda Saved America: Rethinking the Jamestown 
Narrative,” by Dr. lorri Glover 
• “Free Speech Fights: Using Trials to Teach About the First 
amendment,” by Dr. ernest freeberg 
• “Faith, Activism, and Catholic Women in Apartheid South 
africa,” by Dr. Catherine higgs
after the morning sessions, the entire group of primary and 
secondary teachers and Ut Knoxville professors convened 
for a luncheon. in keeping with tradition, a distinguished 
member of the department then delivered a luncheon lecture. 
this year Dr. stephen ash gave the lecture, called “making 
war on slavery: how Black troops invaded florida in 1863 
and Changed the Course of the Civil war,” which was based 
on material in his new book, Firebrand of Liberty: The Story of 
Two Black Regiments that Changed the Course of the Civil War, 
published in spring 2008 by w. w. Norton & Co. 
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Beginning in fall 2002, the history 
Department partnered with the 
east tennessee historical society 
(eths) to co-sponsor the annual 
east tennessee history Day com-
petition, a district contest of 
National history Day. the com-
petition brings middle- and high-
school students from throughout 
the region to the University of 
tennessee to compete in one of 
five categories—historical paper, 
exhibit, documentary, perfor-
mance, and interpretive web-
site. the history Day partnership 
between the department and 
eths has proved to be a rousing 
success, as the competition con-
tinues to experience rapid, sub-
stantial growth. while last year’s contest consisted of 139 entries 
from 250 students, the 2008 contest comprised a record 163 entries 
from 301 students, which took over nearly the entire second floor of 
the Carolyn p. Brown University Center. “we’ve more than doubled 
in the past three years,” said Lisa Oakley (B.a. ’89), eths’s curator of 
education and co-coordinator of history Day. “east tennessee his-
tory Day is a grass-roots effort that has paid off, and the department 
has played a significant role in that development,” she added.
established in the mid-1970s, National history Day’s mission is to 
enhance the quality of history education in the United states. it is a 
rigorous program that requires students to conduct extensive pri-
mary and secondary research, interpret information, and draw con-
clusions about the meaning of the past. in the process students learn 
important content, as well as valuable research, communication, and 
critical-thinking skills. each year nearly 750,000 students across the 
nation, including puerto rico, the virgin islands, and 
american samoa, participate in history Day.
the theme of the projects for this year’s competi-
tion was “Conflict and Compromise in history.” Given 
this broad theme, students selected such varied top-
ics as the tiananmen square massacre, the trail of 
tears, the desegregation of Clinton high school in 
east tennessee, the scopes monkey trial, and the 
decision to drop the atomic bomb on Japan.
the student entries were 
judged on their histori-
cal quality, adherence to 
the theme, and quality of 
presentation. Based on 
these criteria, medals were 
awarded to the top four 
student projects in each 
category. the first, second, 
and third place winners 
advanced to the state com-
petition at the University of 
memphis. Nearly half of the students who placed first or second in 
memphis—and were therefore eligible to advance to the national 
contest at the University of maryland—were from east tennessee 
and credited the comments of Knoxville judges with improving the 
quality of their projects. taylor Jones—whose project document-
ing two Germans held prisoners at a world war ii camp in Cross-
ville, tennessee, won at both the district and state competition and 
earned a special award for primary-source research—said, “their 
questions made me expand upon the theme and my historical con-
text, which was great . . .. my interview skills were definitely sharp-
ened.” for Paul Coker, a doctoral student and judge, the “highlight 
. . . was interviewing the students as they stood next to their work.”
a number of professors, retired faculty members, and both grad-
uate and undergraduate students generously volunteered their 
time to serve as judges, among them, professors Daniel Feller, 
Robert Bast, Paul Bergeron, Elaine Breslaw, J. P. Dessel, Ernest 
Freeberg, Lorri Glover, Catherine Higgs, Ellen Macek, Anne 
Mayhew, Jeri McIntosh, John Muldowny, Kurt Piehler, Robert 
Stolz, and Bruce Wheeler, and students Paul Coker, Ryan Con-
ner, Tyler Cook, Troy Dempster, Miguel Gomez, William Hardy, 
David Leventhal, Jess Lumsden, Jason Mead, Matt Poteete, and 
Mike Taylor.
recent history: realizing our mission
East Tennessee History Day 2008— 
Bigger and Better
Clockwise from top: William Hardy, History Day co-
coordinator, presents Taylor Jones with a medal for his 
exhibit on the WWII POW Camp Crossville, Tennessee; 
Alexander Grimm and Xrista Christopoulos answer judges’ 
questions for their performance on the creation of East 
and West Pakistan; William Hardy orients the judges.
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each year, east tennessee history Day brings the region’s best 
middle- and high-school history students together to demonstrate 
their ability to absorb extensive primary and secondary historical 
research, draw inferences from their sources, and clearly articulate 
their conclusions as they interact with members of both the com-
munity and historians. one student exclaimed, “it’s a rewarding 
experience to present what we’ve learned to the judges!” another 
student explained the appreciation for the work of historians that’s 
she discovered after months spent sifting through the sources for 
her project: “[historians] have to go through many sources, and they 
do a lot of digging to come up with their conclusions. you can’t just 
assume one source 
is correct; you have 
to compare it with 
other sources. i now 
know that history is 
like putting together 
a puzzle.” 
“it is truly exciting 
to see young people 
putting their creativ-
ity to work, learning 
the skills of historical 
research, and devel-
oping a deeper 
understanding of their world,” Coker replied. “i’m already looking 
forward to seeing what the students put together for next year’s 
history Day!”  — William E. Hardy  
Above: Dr. J. P. Dessel interviews Krupa Bhalodia about her exhibit on 
the War of 1812. At left: Judges Dr. Dan Feller and Joe Spence fill out an 
evaluation form after examining a student’s exhibit.
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Dr. Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius took over as the director of the Center 
for the study of war and society (Csws) in January 2008. founded 
in 1984 by the late Dr. Charles w. Johnson, the center’s mission is 
to understand the human experience of war and peace, in inter-
national conflict and in diplomatic cooperation. Johnson was suc-
ceeded by Dr. Kurt piehler in 1999.
the center has faced challenges recently, even as it pursues new 
opportunities. the center is a nonproft organization that relies on 
private donations to fund many of its activities. operating funds ran 
out earlier this year, so the Ut Knoxville Chancellor’s office made 
a one-time grant of funds to the center to allow it to seek outside 
funding. we are grateful for this vote of confidence in the potential 
of the center.
seeking to turn our critical funding situation into an opportu-
nity, the center now is planning the next stage of its efforts. the 
staff members—Cynthia tinker, project coordinator; mcCall simon, 
graduate assistant; and Captain rosemary mariner, scholar in resi-
dence—are integral to these plans.
the focus of the center has never been more timely. with our 
nation engaged in two wars, we aim to be the core of an active intel-
lectual community at Ut Knoxville based on field-related research 
and study across the disciplines of the humanities. over the last 25 
years, the center has amassed collections of documents and inter-
views that chronicle the american veteran’s experience and shed 
light on the social, cultural, and political impact of conflict over the 
ages. the natural next step would be to use new technologies like 
the internet to make these resources accessible to a larger schol-
arly community and the general public. to achieve our aims, we are 
competing for outside grants, especially from the National endow-
ment for the humanities and other agencies, and we are planning a 
public fundraising campaign.
our future focus is on teaching and research. as part of its com-
mitment to teaching, the center is involved in education at several 
levels. at the undergraduate level, a highly competitive intensive 
internship program allows students to participate in public his-
tory. our online archive project now under construction, “friend 
and foe: images of enemies and allies,” combines original historical 
sources with commentary to reach a broader student audience. in 
the future, we will launch innovative undergraduate and graduate 
courses on war and human experience. we intend to enrich grad-
uate-student training with advanced seminars, and we are work-
ing on establishing fellowships and postdoctoral positions affiliated 
with the center.
with respect to research, we continue collecting materials, and in 
fall 2008 we began a series of faculty discussions and presentations 
on topics of war and society. future plans also include workshops, 
policy discussions, and conferences. for details on current projects, 
see the center’s updated website. find the center’s link on the his-
tory Department website at http://web.utk.edu/~history/.
these worthy activities depend on the support of generous 
donors, so please consider donating to the center if you have not 
done so before or increasing your donation if you are already one 
of our loyal supporters. Donations honoring or memorializing indi-
viduals are especially welcome. please call Dr. vejas liulevicius at 
865-974-7320 or e-mail him at vliulevi@utk.edu for more detailed 
information.  —Vejas Liulevicius 
recent history: realizing our mission
Center for War and Society Adapts to 
Changing Environment
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the December 2007 University of tennessee press publication of 
The Papers of Andrew Jackson, Volume VII: 1829 debuted the first of 
eight planned volumes covering the years of Jackson’s presidency 
and also the first produced by the new editorial team headed by 
Daniel Feller. it presents full texts of more than 400 Jackson doc-
uments, including letters, memoranda, and presidential message 
drafts, most of them appearing in print for the first time. Jackson’s 
plans for indian removal and his campaign against the Bank of the 
United states, his purge of officeholders and creation of the “spoils 
system,” and the washington sex scandal surrounding the notori-
ous peggy eaton are among the notable topics touched upon in this 
volume. the eighth volume, covering 1830, is now in preparation.
Laura-Eve Moss, assistant editor, continues to enjoy studying the 
many facets of the life of andrew Jackson and his era. she attended 
the June 2008 conference on New york state history in saratoga 
springs, which featured panels about life in New york during the 
first half of the 19th century. she recently reviewed The Historical 
Dictionary of the Jacksonian Era and Manifest Destiny for The Journal 
of Southern History (forthcoming), and she consulted on the howard 
thurman papers project as its first volume was prepared.
Tom Coens, assistant editor, wrote two entries for the forthcom-
ing Encyclopedia of the American Presidency, published by facts on 
file, and a book review for the august 2008 issue of the Register 
of the Kentucky Historical Society. he also helped produce the edu-
cational website that accompanied the pBs documentary Andrew 
Jackson: Good, Evil, and the Presidency and taught a graduate read-
ings seminar for the department.
Vicki Rozema, graduate assistant and doctoral student in history, 
published a second edition of her book, Footsteps of the Cherokees: 
A Guide to the Eastern Homelands of the Cherokee Nation; the first edi-
tion came out in 1995. she received a 2007 tennessee Native ameri-
can eagle award for her work on Cherokee history and completed 
her master’s thesis on how plans for transportation improvements 
helped instigate the removal of the Cherokees. she also reviewed 
a film script on the Cherokee removal for the National park service, 
assisted with research on the pBs documentary Andrew Jackson: 
Good, Evil, and the Presidency, and consulted on three books of fic-
tion on the trail of tears. she presented programs on the Cherokee 
removal to a teaching american history institute co-sponsored by 
the department and the east tennessee historical society, to the 
Ut Knoxville chapter of the history honor society phi alpha theta, 
and to the samuel frazier chapter of the Daughters of the ameri-
can revolution. she currently serves on an advisory committee for 
the new Blythe’s ferry Cherokee memorial and museum in meigs 
County.
volume xi of The Correspondence of James K. Polk, covering the 
year 1846, has been completed, typeset, proofed, and indexed and 
is scheduled for a spring 2009 publication by University of tennes-
see press. the historian Bernard Devoto famously labeled 1846 “the 
year of Decision,” 
and in this volume 
several smoldering 
issues explode into 
open flames: domes-
tic political battles 
over tariff reduc-
tions and creation 
of an independent 
treasury; the ore-
gon controversy 
with Britain; dip-
lomatic failure to 
settle the texas 
annexation dis-
pute, and the 
start of the war 
with mexico; Democratic
losses in the northern congressional races; and heightened 
resistance to possible postwar expansion of slavery. volume xi will 
also comprise letters that reveal polk in his private roles as family 
man, plantation owner, and slave master.
Dr. Wayne Cutler, who has edited the polk series since its fourth 
volume, retired officially in July 2006. aided by graduate assistants 
and doctoral candidates Will Bolt and Aaron Crawford, he has con-
tinued with the project part time to see the 11th volume through to 
completion. since his retirement he has enjoyed lecturing on naval 
history and literature aboard Celebrity and princess liners crossing 
the atlantic and cruising the mediterranean and Baltic seas.
Dr. Tom Chaffin assumed direction of the polk project in august 
2008. Chaffin earned a ph.D. in american history at emory University 
and has written four books, Fatal Glory: Narciso López and the First 
Clandestine U.S. War against Cuba (1996); Pathfinder: John Charles 
Frémont and the Course of American Empire (2002); Sea of Gray: The 
Around the World Odyssey of the Confederate Raider shenandoah 
(2006); and The h. l. hunley: The Secret Hope of the Confederacy 
(2008).
Will Bolt recently published a book review for the Journal of East 
Tennessee History and is writing an essay on antebellum tennessee 
for an educational website of the tennessee state museum.
Aaron Crawford continued work on his dissertation about the 
controversial virginia politician John randolph of roanoke. Craw-
ford was recently named a mellon fellow at the virginia historical 
society, where he gave a talk on randolph and the paradox of slav-
ery. he also wrote book reviews for the Journal of East Tennessee His-
tory, Southern Historian, and H-Civil War.   —Daniel Feller and staff 
members 
recent history: realizing our mission
Presidential Papers 
Projects Proceed Apace
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Center for Jacksonian America 
Lectures: Richard Carwardine  
and Daniel W. Howe
in march 2008, the Center for Jacksonian america hosted its second distinguished visiting speaker, Dr. Richard Carwardine, rhodes profes-
sor of american history at oxford University. Carwardine is a scholar of international renown who has written extensively on the intersection 
of politics and religion in 19th-century america. his Evangelicals and Politics in Antebellum America (published in paperback by University of 
tennessee press) is a classic in its field. Carwardine’s biography Lincoln: A Life of Purpose and Power won the coveted lincoln prize and was 
announced at the head of president Bush’s summer reading list in 2006.
Carwardine gave two talks to large and appreciative audiences, “abraham lincoln, God, and the american Civil war” and “fighting par-
sons and millennial harmony: religious warfare and National integration in pre–Civil war america.” the second talk featured especially 
Knoxville’s own parson Brownlow. During his visit Carwardine also met with graduate students and toured Cumberland Gap and the lincoln 
museum at lincoln memorial University. Carwardine’s appearance was co-sponsored by the howard h. Baker Jr. Center for public policy and 
the humanities initiative of the Ut Knoxville College of arts and sciences.
the center’s next speaker, Professor Daniel Walker Howe, was here during the week of october 27–31, 2008. howe won the pulitzer prize 
in 2007 for What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815–1848, a volume in the oxford history of the United states. howe also 
gave two public presentations during his visit.
the Center for Jacksonian america is a joint venture of the history Department, the andrew Jackson and James K. polk publishing proj-
ects, and the Ut Knoxville special Collections library. its purpose is to promote scholarly and public understanding of the Jacksonian era (ca. 
1815–1860) of american history. to join the center’s mailing list and keep abreast of its activities, e-mail the director, professor Daniel feller, 
at dfeller@utk.edu.   —Dan Feller 
Milton M. Klein Lecture 2008:  
Richard B. Bernstein
each year the history Department is fortunate to host a lecture in honor of the late milton m. Klein. Klein was a highly distinguished historian 
of early america and american law, and his memorial lectureship has consistently brought eminent historians and wonderful speakers to 
Knoxville. this year continued a proud tradition.
our guest was historian Richard B. Bernstein. Bernstein is Distinguished adjunct professor of law at New york law school and a histo-
rian of the U.s. Constitution and the founding fathers. a graduate of amherst College and harvard law school, Bernstein has focused his 
scholarship on the creation of the U.s. Constitution and its many amendments. among his 19 books are Are we to Be a Nation?: The Making of 
the Constitution (harvard 1987) and Amending America: If We Love the Constitution So Much, Why Do We Keep Trying to Change It? (times Books 
1993). in recent years Bernstein has devoted his attention to the founding fathers, and in 2003 he wrote a biography of the sage of monti-
cello, Thomas Jefferson (oxford 2003). he is currently continuing his explorations of founders’ history, and we were lucky to hear his recent 
findings and innovative ideas in his lecture to us.
in his provocatively titled lecture, “how John adams Became a founding father: an exploration of history and memory,” Bernstein 
explained that adams was not always included in the ranks of the great founders and was indeed overshadowed for generations in ameri-
can memory by lions like Jefferson and madison. for Bernstein, moreover, recent efforts by historians to restore adams to prominence have 
been flawed. Bernstein pointed especially to David mcCollough’s popular biography, which focused on adams’s character and force of per-
sonality. as Bernstein argued, this view of adams neglects his most important contributions: the great intellectual work he did in creating 
the constitution and explaining its place in history. Bernstein discussed adams’s writings, especially his pamphlets like 1776’s “thoughts on 
Government.” Bernstein suggests that adams was first and foremost an intellectual, a “thinking revolutionary.”
Bernstein attracted a great crowd of around 80 people, including many undergraduates, graduate students, and members of the general 
public. Before his lecture, he also met with graduate students and gave them advice about the profession. he was extremely friendly and 
open, and many remarked that Bernstein was among the most enjoyable guests to come to Ut in recent years.    —Bob Morrissey 
recent history: realizing our mission
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Colonel John B. McKinney Lecture 2007: 
Peter Silver
sponsored by the Center for war and society, the annual Colonel John B. mcKinney lecture took place on october 2, 2007, at the University 
Center. this year’s speaker was Dr. Peter Silver, assistant professor of history at princeton University. the title of his talk was “fearing and 
fighting indians in 18th-Century america.”
the talk was well received by its large audience. silver summarized several key arguments from his 2007 book, Our Savage Neighbors: How 
Indian War Transformed Early America (w. w. Norton). Using vivid primary accounts of the indian wars on the frontier of the ethnically diverse 
middle colonies, silver showed how american nationalism, ethnic and religious tolerance, and the unity of “the white people” were forged 
against indian enemies in the crucible of warfare. this important thesis has become quite influential to scholars of early america, so much 
so that shortly after silver presented this work at Ut, his book received the Bancroft prize, the prestigious prize awarded annually by a jury 
assembled by Columbia University to the best book in american history.
the mcKinney lecture was a return engagement for silver. in fall 2006, he was a presenter at the “warfare and society in Colonial america” 
conference, held at Ut’s conference center and co-hosted by the Center for war and society and the omohundro institute for early ameri-
can history and Culture, based in williamsburg, virginia. Dr. Kurt Piehler, Ut history professor and director of the Center for war and soci-
ety, was so favorably impressed by silver’s presentation at that conference that he invited him back for the mcKinney lecture. thus we were 
treated to a fascinating lecture by one of the most talented young scholars of american history.
the Center for the study of war and society wishes to acknowledge the generosity of Col. John B. McKinney, U.s. army, retired, and Mrs. 
McKinney for the financial support that makes this lecture possible. Col. mcKinney, an alumnus of Ut Knoxville, is a veteran of world war ii, 
the Korean war, and the vietnam war. after retiring from the military he embarked on a second successful career in business, where he rose 
to become chairman and Ceo of itt world/Communication.   —Bob Morrissey 
Jerry and Edgar Wilson Lecture:  
Travis Hardy
on february 26, 2007, Travis Hardy presented “race and war in the pacific: the U.s.–australian relationship, 1941–1945,” the eighth annual 
Jerry and edgar wilson lecture. 
this lecture was funded by the edgar and Jerry wilson endowment, established by edgar C. wilson, Ut class of 1940, in honor of his wife, 
Jerry. the lecture is delivered each year by the recipient of the wilson fellowship, also given annually to a graduate student in the Ut Knox-
ville history Department who has completed all ph.D. requirements, except for the dissertation, with a focus on american military history. 
wilson fellows are selected by the Center for the study of war and society, and hardy was the 2006–07 recipient.
hardy graduated cum laude and with honors in history from hampden-sydney College in hampden-sydney, virginia, in may 2000. he then 
attended the University of richmond, where he received an m.a. in may 2003. in august of that year he started ph.D. work at Ut Knoxville 
under the direction of Dr. Kurt piehler. his dissertation, “forging Bonds: the Development of the U.s.–australian relationship, 1933–1953,” 
examines the role that ideology—especially race and anti-communism—played in establishing the strong bond between the two nations, 
and it challenges traditional interpretations that have placed economics at the center of the relationship. hardy is a past recipient of the 
milton Klein Graduate fellowship (2003–04), a harry s. truman library institute research grant (2006), a w. K. mcClure grant for the study of 
world affairs (2006), and a Beeke-levy research grant from the franklin and eleanor roosevelt institute (2006). he has been a teaching assis-
tant for many history courses and is currently serving as a graduate assistant in the College of arts and sciences academic advising Center.
the 2007–08 wilson fellowship has been awarded to Cinnamon Brown. she will continue work on her dissertation, “the youngest of the 
Great american family: the Creation of a franco-american Culture in early louisiana.”   —Bob Morrissey 
recent history: realizing our mission
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History Honors Night 2008
history graduate students, faculty members, undergraduates, family, and friends gathered for history honors Night on april 9 to celebrate 
our top students and to honor the year’s outstanding faculty member. senior honors history major Amanda Hughett delivered the key-
note address, giving a moving account of her experiences 
as a history major at Ut. hughett, who was honored with 
the outstanding Graduating senior award and the paul 
pinckney award, explained how her study of history had 
transformed her view of the world and her goals for the 
future. it was an inspirational address, and it is currently 
available on the history Department’s website at http://
web.utk.edu/~history.
following the keynote, David Tompkins conducted the 
annual ceremonies of induction for phi alpha theta, the 
national history honors society. individual awards (listed 
below) were then presented. on a sad note, department 
member Nancy Schurr memorialized and paid tribute 
to senior history major Bob Bruner, a fine person and an 
excellent student who passed away suddenly last spring. 
the evening’s ceremonies closed an eventful year and 
allowed us to honor the many achievements of our dedi-
cated and talented students.   —Bob Morrissey 
Undergrad Honors Theses Shine
five outstanding seniors completed honors theses within the history Department this year. these students took a sequence of courses 
related to historical research, then each of them chose an advisor who helped guide them in their work with primary and secondary sources. 
the result was a piece of original scholarship in which these students engaged with existing scholarship but also added a new perspective 
based on their own investigations in the archives. the students also shared their work in formal presentations at a ceremony on april 16. 
many members of the department, as well as families and friends of these talented students, listened to the fine presentations and enjoyed 
lively discussion about their topics. we are proud of our honors students’ accomplishments!   —Bob Morrissey 
history of achievement: the honors list
UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
LeRoy Graf Award 
samantha ray 
Jed pruett
Paul Pinckney Award 
elisabeth piller 
Jesse tumblin 
amanda hughett
Stephens and Hoffman Award 
mary rickard
Maud Calloway Hayes Award 
Jessica mitchell
Norman Stanley Smith Award 
Bradley smiddy
J. P. and Gladys Maples Award 
rachel Bennett
W. Bruce Wheeler Award for Best 
Student in History 307 
mary Beth Browder
Outstanding Graduating Senior 
amanda hughett
GRADUATE AWARDS
Charles O. Jackson Award 
Cinnamon Brown
William B. Anderson Award 
paul Coker
Paul Bergeron Award 
william hardy
Outstanding Student in European 
History Award 
Jake hamric
FACULTy AWARD
LeRoy P. Graf Award 
palmira Brummett
Amanda Hughett, “always the Backbone, rarely the leaders: 
young Black women activists and the reconceptualization of 
respectability during the Nashville sit-in movement,” directed 
by lynn sacco and Cynthia fleming
Michael Camp, “ ‘what loyal east tennesseans think’: private 
alvin Brodda and racial violence in Knoxville, 1866,” directed 
by stephen v. ash
Elisabeth Piller, “ ‘the muses must be amazons’: the literary 
review Decision and american-european Cooperation in 1941,” 
directed by David tompkins
Claire O’Neill, “radical! american Collective memory from the 
Civil war to the Great war,” directed by ernest freeberg
Amber Sliger, “None are innocent: a Contemporary 
examination of the Contributors to the riot of 1891,” directed 
by Janis appier
2007–08 Honors Theses
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william roseBroUGh arDisoN (m.a. 
1998) is manager of Barley’s in Knoxville.
DaviD ayliffe (B.a. 2002, J.D. 2005) is a 
staff attorney with the tennessee valley 
authority.
Doris m. BarNwell (B.a. 2006) received 
a master’s degree in education in 2007. 
she credits George white for inspiring her 
to become a history teacher.
reBeKeh ByrD (B.a. 2004) is working on a 
J.D. at the walter f. George school of law, 
mercer University.
hoyt p. CaNaDy Jr. (ph.D. 1979) is the 
editorial page editor at the Knoxville 
News Sentinel. he was part of a team 
of reporters and editors that won two 
national awards for coverage of county 
government, the scripps howard award 
for service to the first amendment and 
the National headliner award. his wife, 
marilyn l. Canady (m.s. adult education), 
is a retired educator and current parish 
administrator.
thomas D. Carter (m.a. 1973) is teaches 
a.p. history and is department chair 
at Northwest whitfield high school in 
Georgia. in 2003 received a ph.D. from 
mtsU for a dissertation on spy novels. 
his wife, (B.s. 1973) teaches family and 
consumer science at Central high school 
in Chattanooga.
eriN stover ChaDy (m.a. 2000) is a 
teacher of a.p. history and girls cross-
country coach at Karns high school. she 
and her husband, markus Chady (B.a. 
architecture 2007), had a baby boy in 
october 2007. she had great fun working 
for professor Norrell.
DiaNNe BrUNer CosBy (B.a. 1971) 
retired from teaching and is now a writer 
and self-employed investor in signal 
mountain where she lives with her 
husband.
miChael Cowart (B.a. 2005) graduated 
with master of theological studies from 
vanderbilt University in 2007 and then 
moved on to the law school.
Neal DaviDsoN (m.a. 2006) is 
working on a ph.D. at the University of 
wisconsin—madison under rudy Koshar 
and James Donnelly.
meloDy r. DUrham (m.a. 2001) is 
currently a legal assistant at herston law 
office after 10 years teaching at Christian 
academy where she taught a.p. U.s. 
history and introduction to law, among 
others. she hopes to attend law school 
at Ut.
marK s. farris (ph.D. 2001) is an internet 
consultant with Bwxt 4-12 llC.
eleaNor r. GiBsoN (B.s .1996) is retired 
and now volunteers at the farragut 
folklife museum.
travis heath haCKer (B.a. 2004) 
completed a combat tour of Baghdad 
in December 2006 with the 4th infantry 
Division. he is attending the field 
artillery captain’s career course at ft. still, 
oklahoma.
DomiNiCK l. JaCKsoN (m.a. 1972) 
continues to be active on local boards, 
particularly laughlin memorial hospital 
Board. he has fond memories of 
professors Graf, Klein, Duncan, and 
wheeler.
leif eriCsoN Jeffers (B.a. 1989, J.D. 
1997) and his wife, lisa robertson Jeffers, 
celebrated their 10-year anniversary 
in 2007. he stills marvels at professor 
Johnson’s portrayal of full satiety in a cup 
of tea.
Joseph l. JohNsoN (m.a. 1962) is 
president of the Baptist health system 
foundation and a board member of 
Carson-Newman College and pellissippi 
state.
Jeffrey N. KiDD (m.a. 2004) is social-
studies teacher and middle-school 
football coach at morgan County schools.
amy l. laNDis (m.a. 1998) is retired. she 
and her husband, Jeremy landis (B.s. 
political science), have five children and 
eight grandchildren.
virGiNia passmore leete (B.a. 
1982) retired as a paralegal in the U.s. 
attorney’s office in 2005. she and her 
husband, Bud leete (m.s. statistics 
1974), have two grown children and 
five grandchildren. she remembers the 
encouragement she got from professor 
milton Klein.
eriC martiN (m.a. 2005) has published 
his poetry in a number of print and 
online journals, including Blue Unicorn, 
Candelabrum Poetry Magazine, and many 
others. he fondly recalls the friendships 
forged in the ta office with scott, 
anthony, Brad, rob, and others.
roBert w. mCClellaN iii (B.a. 1989) is 
the manager of m.s. mcClellan & Co. in 
Knoxville. he and his wife, Julie Bonich 
mcClellan, were married in 2006.
sarah BrowN mCNeill (ph.D. 1973) is 
a professor emerita at maryville College 
and continues to write, speak, and give 
tours as maryville’s city historian. you may 
also find her in the archives of maryville 
College or at the Blount County historic 
trust.
DoUGlas a. mUlliNs (B.a. 1987) is an 
internet manager in Bristol, tennessee.
Charles william NeGeNDaNK (B.a. 
2004) is teaching world geography 
and “street law” to at-risk students at 
the redesigned fulton high school. 
he credits professor Brummett’s class 
on perceptions of the middle east in 
developing his global awareness.
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fraNCes rUth NiCholsoN (B.a. 2004) 
is in graduate school at the University 
of Kentucky, writing a thesis on British 
imperial history.
JUlie B. phillips (B.a. 2004) received 
tenure at Cleveland City schools in may 
2008 and recalls professor wheeler’s 
visits to her class to discuss the Great 
Depression in the south.
JohN piNheiro (ph.D. 2001) is in his 
fourth year as an assistant professor at 
aquinas College. his book on James K. 
polk was published by praeger in 2007.
JohN DaviD priNCe (m.a. 2005) is a 
history instructor at hiwassee College.
aaroN D. pUrCell (ph.D. 2006) is a 
writer and the director of the special 
Collections Department of the Newman 
library at virginia tech. he has a book 
from University of tennessee press 
forthcoming in spring 2009.
seth raymaN won third place in the Civil 
war lesson plan Contest sponsored by 
the Civil war preservation and trust and 
the history Channel.
Christopher l. roBBiNs (B.a. 1966) is 
retired from the federal Civil service. 
he and his wife, Carol Guy robbins, are 
volunteer track officials for Ut.
JohN william roUth (B.a. 1979, J.D. 
1983) a former College scholars program 
participant under professor wheeler, is 
an attorney in Knoxville. he and his wife, 
martha Carter routh (B.s. early childhood 
studies 1981), celebrated their 25th 
anniversary in august.
James saUlsBUry (B.a. 1986, m.a. 
planning 1989) is a researcher at oak 
ridge National laboratory.
Jerry alleN sayers (B.a. 2001) 
continued his education receiving an m.a. 
from Uva and an m.D. from michigan. 
he is a geography teacher at science hill 
high school in Johnson City, and recalls 
debating the constitution with professor 
Glover.
thomas hUGh shielDs iii (B.a. 2002) has 
been named partner at the law firm of 
Bearfield & shields. he and his wife, Cindy 
Jones shields (B.s. nuclear engineering), 
had a baby girl, Claire elizabeth, in 
february.
Gary l. taft (B.a. 1996) is the chair of 
the social studies Department at lenoir 
high school. his wife, michelle taft 
(B.s. biology 1991), teaches biology and 
ecology. he names professors Bast and 
Johnson as two people he admired.
marilyN l. toppiNs (B.s. 1973) is a staff 
development facilitator for Union County 
public schools. her husband, DoUGlas 
wayNe toppiNs (Ba 1965) is a systems 
analyst for Ut.
BriaN harDy trammell (B.a. 1979) is 
president of the new law firm of trammell, 
atkins & ward.
BeNNa vaN vUUreN (B.a. 1955) is the 
principal and a teacher at van vuuren 
academy in lutrell, tennessee. in 2006 
she helped organize a new museum 
dedicated to preserving the history of 
Knox County education.
Charles wallaCe (B.a. 2006) began 
work on an m.a. at the College of 
william and mary. in 2007 he began an 
apprenticeship in historical archaeology 
at Colonial williamsburg. he is grateful 
for guidance from professors Burman, liu, 
Bohstedt, Bast, and feller. 
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Name  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
street  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/state/Zip  _______________________________________________________________________________________________
e-mail _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Degree and class  ____________________________________________________________________________________________
my contribution of  __________  is enclosed.  (please make checks payable to The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Department of History)
i designate my gift to benefit
_______ the Anderson Fellowship, awarded to a graduate student studying military history
_______ the Paul H. Bergeron Graduate Fellowship, awarded to students specializing in 19th-century U.s. history
_______ the Galen Broeker Fund for British Studies, which encourages interest and scholarly achievement in British studies)
_______ the LeRoy P. Graf Undergraduate History Endowment, which supports programs and projects in undergraduate 
education
_______ the Hamer Endowment, used to recruit and find outstanding graduate students
_______ the Charles O. Jackson Memorial Fellowship, awarded to graduate students whose scholarship and dissertation plans 
are particularly promising and in the spirit of Charles o. Jackson
_______ the Charles O. Jackson Lecture, which brings an esteemed scholar in american history to the Ut campus for a public 
address
_______ the Milton M. Klein History Studies Fund, which supports public lectures by visiting scholars, as well as the milton m. 
Klein Graduate fellowship in the fields of american colonial history and legal history
_______ the Kyle Campbell Moore Endowment, which supports and enhances activities of the Center for the study of war and 
society
_______ the Paul J. Pinckney Scholarship Fund, scholarships awarded to outstanding undergraduate majors in history
_______ the Jonathan Utley Fund provides broad-based support for the history Department
_______ the Wilson Endowment, which supports and enhances daily operations and special projects of the Center for the study 
of war and society and funds a graduate fellowship in U.s. military history
_______ the William Bruce Wheeler Endowment funds graduate student research
_______ Unrestricted gifts to the History Enrichment Fund, used where the need is greatest
For more information, visit http://web.utk.edu/~history/support.htm.
history in the making
we sincerely thank the many alumni 
and friends who so generously 
support the Ut Knoxville history 
Department. private donations are 
increasingly essential to our ability to 
develop department programs, award scholarships, and maintain our academic stature.
your gifts allow us to reward academic excellence among our undergraduates, recruit outstanding faculty members 
and graduate students, and continue to host lecture series and other scholarly activities. 
Gifts can be designated to the program you prefer and will be most gratefully received.
Your Gift Counts  
More than Ever!
The Department  
of History
915 volunteer Blvd.
6th floor Dunford hall
Knoxville, tN 37996-4065
NoNprofit orG.
U.s.
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